
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The sails ____________________ out by the new crew, which had been
pressed into service.
1.

(shake)
were being shaken

The way _________________ very clear to her.2. (make)was being made

The occupants of the carriage now knew they _____________________,
and they stopped.
3.

(pursue)
were being pursued

From somewhere came a sound as though a boat __________________
across the pebbles of a beach.
4.

(draw)
was being drawn

We have now the conversion of that force into heat which a minute ago
_________________ for the purpose of keeping the train a-going.
5.

(use)was being used

By dark they ____________________ by the tide and white-capped seas
to the shore.
6.

(drive)
were being driven

She went about it with an alarmed sense of strange responsibilities, not in
the least feeling that anything __________________ to her.
7.

(give)was being given

In spite of the horses' wildest struggles the cart ___________________
down-stream.
8.

(wash)
was being washed

But as all that remained of this brave soldier ____________________ into
the trench a bullet put an end to his sufferings.
9.

(lower)
was being lowered

He saw nothing, felt nothing, except a sort of long sea-sickness, and then
suddenly he ______________________.
10.

(not/move)was not being moved

Other wretches _____________________ inside to await their doom.11.
(pitch)

were being pitched

Wildly she glanced around, as she ____________________ from the
room; and frantic screams escaped her lips.
12.

(hurry)
was being hurried

Little by little their wants _________________, and actual discomfort
prevented.
13.

(meet)
were being met
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His plans for battle _____________________.14. (revise)were being revised

He was sure that the distance _____________________, and with this he
thought that he ought to have been contented.
15.

(lessen)
was being lessened

Our troops were steadily pushing forward at that point, the enemy
____________________ towards the Rhine.
16.

(crowd)was being crowded

She glanced at the clock, impatient because the conversation
______________________.
17.

(prolong)was being prolonged

A sharp order was given, and instantly the boys
______________________ toward the stables.
18.

(escort)were being escorted

It was certainly rather long, but then the flute _____________________
while he made it.
19.

(finish)
was being finished

I tried to see if I _____________________, but I didn't spot anyone.20.
(follow)

was being followed
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